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About This Game

Use your solitaire skills to build gorgeous gardens in this relaxing Card & Board game! Grab cards from the conveyor and place
them on the game board next to a card that ranks one higher or lower. Fill in the board and watch your peaceful garden bloom to

life. With fun game modes, unique power-ups, and an original storyline, Koi Solitaire is a soothing break that's full of family
fun.

- Unlimited play
- Easy to learn and enjoy
- Build gorgeous gardens!
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Update:

A few more notes I want to mention as I've played this game more.

I've spent a lot of time on the single player. It's fun to play for an hour or two at a time no problem. It may seem boring at the
beginning, but like most other wave-based games, the waves get more difficult as you progress through them. And that's what
keeps bringing me back. As I mentioned in my original review, it does get chaotic.

It's true that this game's local multiplayer is what shines. If you're looking for a local multiplayer game, then this is one I'd
definitely recommend. If you want a game you can still play even once all your friends leave, then this game offers that. If you
plan on never touching multiplayer mode, unless you enjoy facing wave after wave of enemies, this may not be your type of
game.

Original:

I had a blast playing this game!

It's still new, so I understand the lack of online community. I'm hoping that changes, because multiplayer is a blast. I played
local multiplayer at a local Toronto convention and even facing off against random people there was awesome! It didn't matter
than I always kept losing. How can you not enjoy getting shot and then flopping around trying to annoy the person who shot you
and stopping them from getting the win?

In terms of the single player, I enjoyed it. Yes, it is similar to most other games that have waves of enemies coming at you, but
the projectile aiming gives it a different dimension. Maybe because my aim isn't great, but the sheer craziness of it all was great.
Power-ups are very handy in the multiplayer arena, but they've still managed to include them in the single player to give it some
variety.

This is definitely a game I'll continue to play. I can play offline multiplayer and single player, and as the community grows, I'll
be playing more online.. This is a cool DLC, looks badass.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-Excellent modelling
-Unique type of paint on the armor and unique parts of the armor such as the left pauldron's hydra heads, hydra heads on the
backpack vents, hydra's skin on the lower right leg of the armor and a cool hydra's head on the helmet
-You can become one of Alpharius' sons which are masters of subterfuge and sabotage, so you can destroy your enemies from
within rather than from the outright conflict

CONS
-No cons

I recommend it. 10\/10 would fight everyone again!. I used to play the Windows version of this a lot, back in the day. Twenty
years later and I still can't get through "Block Buster".. A really fun character, but you're better off getting more bang for your
buck by buying Kombat Pack 2, which includes this, four other characters, and a few costume packs at only around 60% of
what you'd have to pay for everything individually.. To start with the most negative and work our way up. The major problem
with this game is that the control system is not fit for purpose. You are given an overly sensitive non-inverted mouse control
with no option to change it. For those of us who grew up with flight sims this is fundamentally broken and makes it unplayable.
This is basic, basic stuff that should be in every game with a first person perspective.

The game itself is basically about an hour or two of okay play followed by 6 hours of tedious grind to get the last two
achievements, showing bad pacing from the developer.
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The graphics and animation feel last millennium and the sound is annoying at best. In short, I've played better free flash games
with more options.

Needs some serious work from the developer, like understanding the basic requirements that game players have.. Get some
friends together and you will have a blast with this game. Wonderful soundtrack and non stop action!. A classic shooter with an
immersive environment. The voice over's interjected throughout the game offer a sense of tactical realism. The interface is
clean but customizable. Weapon selection is quick and straightforward, you don't get bogged in silly customizations and
personalization options that drag most other shooters down.

The ability to do the missions you want in the order you want them is enjoyable. There is a true sense of mission progression in
a larger strategic goal, not just going out on the field to kill things.

The BOT AI is surprisingly sophisticated and can be down right vicious at times. The bots seem to adapt to the weapons you
bring on the mission which is unique among most shooters of today. This gives the game a variability that is a welcome change
from the on rails shooters with bots that do the same thing over and over.

The ability to pilot vehicles is a nice touch. Controls are simple and easy to use and allow you to turn you vehicles into weapons.
I like the fact that the vehicles themselves incur damage and are not indestructible.

All in all a decent game and a steal at it's current price. I recommend it for anyone who enjoy a classic first person shooter. It's
hours of fun and I look forward to updates and the evolution of the game which I'm sure will come given the reputation of other
HyperKat games.. Hate FAKE NEWS? Become an editor and make sure your newspaper doesn't spout yellow joirnalism or
make the current government look bad by twisting their words. Expose government hating rebels and keep your news
respectable. After all journalism affects the people's views of the government so choose wisely. Make Westport Great Again!
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Such a solid idea. And believe me, I love asymmetrical multiplayer VR games. This was a pretty fun one to play for about 5
minutes... that is until it's many, many glitches started to show. One hero-controller (sometimes more, sometimes all) will stop
performing functions for periods at a time. The game itself pauses very frequently. 2\/5, fix the bugs it's a 4.. Very Entertaining
for this price.. Very nice and minimalistic game, has that galaga vibe, probalby bcs of the graphics

but still, top 10 1$ game i played. As for me, one of the best games of the series "Man of War" (if not the best). If you are
familiar with at least one game from this series and if you like it, then this one definitely likes. It is worth buying, if not by full
price, then at a discount, for sure.///
Как по мне одна из (если не самая лучшая) лучших игр серии "В тылу врага". Если знакомы хотя бы с одной игрой из
этой серии и если она вам более менее понравилась, то эта и определенно понравиться. Стоит покупки, если не так, то
по скидке уж точно.///. I was reluctant to buy this add-on due to it being a few years old and higher priced than others, but I am
glad I did. The feel of these locos is amazing - really solid and with a sense of weight and inertia. Sounds are top notch. The
three locos are modeled with amazing fidelity, and with multiple variants and liveries for each. The wagons are similarly
configurable, with hundreds of variants available. The screenshots don't do justice to how much detail, variety and value is here.
No regrets buying this pack, an instant favorite.. Ummmmm... smallest level ever.. really hard to get into
very complex gameplay
runs very slow on a highend PC (i5 skylake+290X). A lovey blend of Mechanics, art, story and music.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PosXpeunVZM
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